How to

Launder the TASKI® Jonmaster system
1. Sorting the laundry
Golden rules

x20

x 10-15

1. Always replace the dirty
mops with clean ones after
each room.
Divide soiled mops and cloths and
place in separate nets.

Placing 10-15 mops in a net will
give optimum wash results.

Placing 20 cloths in a net will give
optimum wash results.

2. Washing procedures

Ensure laundry net is securely
fastened by tying cord around neck
of the net and fastening button,
take to the laundry.

2. Always start from the
cleanest area before moving
on to a more dirty area.
3. Remember – launder cloths
and mops separately.
4. Never re-use the mops after
they have been used in the
washroom area.

92°C

5. Never use the mops on
rough or concrete surfaces.

Only load the washing machine
to 3/4 full to ensure good
mechanical action.

Do not mix loads of cloths and mops
to obtain optimum wash results.

Select the correct wash programme/ Diversey Care Laundry Detergent
temperature. Never wash at above
Plus will be automatically dispensed
92°C as this may result in shrinkage
into the wash via the dosing unit.
of the laundry nets.

Never use fabric softeners when
washing TASKI Jonmaster cloths
and mops.

3. Loading the dryer
60°C

Keep wet net bags off the floor at all
times by placing them in white clean
laundry trolley.

Never overload the dryer as
this may increase the drying time.
Ensure filters are clean.
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Select the correct drying
programme/temperature for the
TASKI Jonmaster mops and cloths.
Never dry at above 60°C as this
will damage the fibres.

Once load is dry, allow to cool and
remove from the dryer.

Check SDS for detailed information

Place nets containing clean
mops/cloths into white clean
laundry trolley.

At the end of the day, wipe the white
laundry trolley clean using red
TASKI Jonmaster cloth.

